
FAKE NEWS - Main Stream Media Disinformation 

 

The Lies;  
Blame Russia, Austerity, Isis. The UK Economy. 
 
Political Correctness  
Created to create confusion in base values; sexuality,  gender interaction. family strength.  
Causing racial & religious intolerance & conflict. 
Ridiculing our heroes & their enemies; Corbyn, Trump, Farage, Michael Jackson 
 
Disinformation;   
on banking crimes, off shore tax havens, corporate tax fraud, The Real Economy, Brexit. 
 
Covering up  crimes;  
9/11, MH17, Jo CoxMP, President Kennedy, "Isis" attacks on the population 
 
Psychological Warfare 
Creating an unreal trusting portrayal of reality with repetitive traditions. 
Using fear & insecurity to manipulate people & events 
Creating Diversions to occupy & confuse the population. 
Creating media memes & dialogues to distract from  or focus on chosen events 
Creating fictitious events used to sway public opinion on elections, government contracts or 
corporate taxpayer funding 
Continuous distraction from the real criminal banker elite crimes & their Crimes against Humanity. 
 
Inverse Truth;  
Why write a story when you can just reverse reality.  
The Labour Party is tearing itself apart, not the Tory Party. The Nationalists are the racist fascists 
not the Globalists.  
The Liberals are working for a better world whereas actually Liberalism is the exploitation of 
humanity & the planets resources for personal greed. 
 

TARGETS: 

The creation of a Global Government, a Global State run by The Corporations & The Criminal 
Banker Elite. 
A rental society where noone owns anything they just pay to rent. 
And equal world where all populations are equally poor. 
Digital money to control the population & cut off dissenters. 
The Corporations own everything, parks, beaches, roads, moorland, public buildings, housing etc 
The Corporation & Elite are above the law & universal controllers. 
The Pentagon & United Nations police force integrated to control every country’s police & army. 
Martial Law worldwide. 
The destruction of family values, common sense, individuality, morality, conscience. understanding 
of right & wrong. 
The creation of The World Citizen, who puts The Global State before everything; the family. 
friendships, country, ethnicity. 
Common Core education system to educate children into Globalist ideals. 
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